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Purpose 

Craft Victoria Vision 
Supporting, promoting and celebrating craft in Australia. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mission 
Craft Victoria aims to contribute to the development and promotion of a thriving Victorian arts and cultural 
sector by bringing together a vibrant and sustainable contemporary craft and design community, locally 
and globally, which supports, promotes and celebrates all craft practitioners.  
 
We will do this by responding to three key objectives of the Arts Victoria Act 1972: 

 developing and improving the knowledge, understanding, appreciation and practice of the arts in 
Victoria; 

 increasing the availability and accessibility of the arts to the public in Victoria; and 

 encouraging and assisting in the provision of facilities to enable the arts to be performed or 
displayed. 

 
Values 
The mission is based on the following four main values: 

 Craft Victoria will have an ideas culture at its core 

 Craft Victoria will have a deep commercial profile that will benefit makers throughout their careers 

 Craft Victoria will see itself as a facilitator to the whole craft sector 

 All Craft Victoria Board members and staff will: 
o treat each other with respect 
o act with integrity and 
o support the mission and vision of the organisation 

 
All Craft programs are informed by the following Acts: 

 Multicultural Victoria Act 2011 

 Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 

 Disability Discrimination Act 1992 

 Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006. 
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Executive Summary 

Three key words lie at the heart of Craft Victoria’s DNA: Curatorship, Commerce and Community.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
These elements will be given form through the organisation’s goals of: 
   

1. leading craft - focusing on the leading edge of craft; Arts Victoria aim: Artistic and Arts Sector 
Benefits – supporting excellence, diversity and innovation in artform and cultural practice). 

 
2. thrive rather than survive - financial sustainability through the efficient delivery of a 

comprehensive range of services; Arts Victoria aim:  Economic Benefits –increasing the 
contribution that the arts and cultural sector makes to Victoria’s economy. 

 
3. craft sustainability – be an epicentre that supports the sector; Arts Victoria aim: Social Benefits – 

growing and diversifying Victorian audiences and deepening their engagement with arts and 
cultural experiences. 

 
Our principal means of delivering these goals will be; 

 keeping a focus on staying connected to and valued by makers, while, 

 continuing to convert competitors into active partners, and,  

 developing ‘Craft’ (aka Craft Victoria) as a national iconic brand. 
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Context 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Defining craft 
 

 craft – most broadly but not exclusively, a type of art object or activity that generally exists 
in service to society and that has an aesthetic quality and or practical application, based 
on a creative process connected to materiality.  

 
Craft Victoria offers a range of craft and design experiences 

 Actual craft and design objects created by living makers presented at Craft Victoria  

 Off-site craft such as the Craft Hatch market and Craft Cubed. 

 Craft and design retail products purchased at Craft Victoria for personal use. 

 Craft works made to order as commissions. 

 Online craft, including images and information distributed internationally. 

 Access to makers through public programs, festivals and strategic partnership events. 

 Networking and professional development for makers and interest public. 
 
Who likes Craft Victoria? 

 Website annual hits over 200,000. 

 Craft Almanac e-newsletter 9,000 and rising.  

 Social media platforms including Facebook, Twitter exceeding 10,000 friends. 

 Shop sales for 2012 $410,000. 

 Average spend per transaction: $89. 

 Annual visitation at 31 Flinders Lane, Melbourne: 30,000 spread over the year. 

 Exhibition openings: 150-250 attendees per opening (often to capacity).  

 Overall annual visitation, including Flinders Lane, Craft Cubed, Craft Hatch; 110,000. 

 Craft Victoria has some 700 financial members:  
o Post-secondary education - 95%. 
o Female - 85%. 
o Under 34 years - 30%, between 35 & 55 years - 57%, over 55 years - 13%. 
o Metropolitan residency - 83%. 
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Loved and respected! 
Craft as an artform is going through a renaissance (in Victoria at least) and has a powerful popularity. 
There are many reasons for this popularity, but two main ones are that people identify with the implied 
values and beauty of many craft works, and that people ‘need’ an anecdote to the digital, screen based 
world that is so pervasive. Craft practice is however not ‘retrospective’ but is in a rich relationship with the 
world today. 

 
Our history 
Established at a public meeting held 3 July 1970 at Kay House, 449 Swanston Street, Melbourne, the 
Crafts Council of Victoria was formed with two main goals in mind: the first was to ‘…encourage a high 
standard of craftsmanship…’, and the second was to ‘…widen interest in craft throughout Australia’.  
These two goals have remained part of the organisation’s corporate DNA over the past forty-two years. 
 
In 1984 Craft Victoria became an anchor tenant in the Meat Market Craft Centre, North Melbourne, until 
1992, when it relocated to 114 Gertrude Street, Fitzroy. Since 2001 it has been at 31 Flinders Lane, 
Melbourne, where it now contributes to the Lane’s cultural identity. In 2012 it was re-branded as ‘Craft’ 
whilst retaining the legal name Craft Victoria as an interchangeable phrase. Craft Victoria receives funding 
from Arts Victoria, Australia Council and City of Melbourne. Today it is a registered company with a 
governance structure that balances members’ needs with those of the broader community. It has an 
emphasis on generating its own income through its well regarded Shop, and offers a compelling exhibition 
program that presents a cutting-edge vision of craft making in the 21st century. 
  
As one of only a few arts organisations to successfully take its membership base, now numbering some 
700 members, into the area of contemporary arts practice, Craft Victoria has a uniquely creative base, and 
a distinct point of difference within Australia.  
 
Markets and Competitors 
Craft Victoria operates in a highly competitive environment.  
 
Craft Victoria’s competitors are primarily in the commercial retail sector (other shops) and in the curatorial 
‘arena’ where we are in competition with a broad band of contemporary art spaces. To a lesser extent we 
also compete in the craft market scene, as well as online through our website to a wide diaspora of craft-
interested people. 
 
Our essential strategy is offer experiences that have a high relevance to what our audiences want at 
different times. 
 
We also seek to convert our competitors into project partners and to ensure that proximity to the maker 
experience is our ‘gold’: 
 

Craft experiences  Craft Victoria strategy 

 Actual craft and design objects created by living 
practitioners.  

 

 Craft Victoria offers the main program for 
contemporary craft and design in Victoria and is 
recognised as the market leader. We represent 
more contemporary craftspeople than anyone 
else in Australia. This representation takes 
many forms and is all visible via the website. 

 Each year at least 1,000 craftspeople are 
promoted by Craft Victoria. 

 

 Off-site non-institutional craft that has a 
community feel. 

 

 Competition for public attention for craft is 
similar to other arts activities, though 
phenomena such as craft markets offer a 
relatively uninhibited experience enjoyed by all 
ages (and tourists) that amounts to a mass 
market, into which Craft Victoria is tapping 
through the Craft Hatch markets and Craft 
Cubed festival.  

 As a multi-layered event, Craft Cubed is 
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connecting to mass markets, both virtual and 
actual, in Australia and internationally, plus it is 
an open framework for widespread participation 
by crafters everywhere. 

 

 Craft and design retail products for personal 
use. 

 

 Craft Victoria shop is now Victoria’s largest 
retailer of contemporary craft objects. People 
buy for themselves as an affirmation of their 
own values, or as gifts for their friends, 
colleagues and relatives as an expression of 
their taste. Craft Victoria offers the highest 
quality in-store service, and always offers to gift 
wrap. 

 Craft Victoria’s retail profile is designed to 
support craftspeople at different stages of their 
careers, thus providing for an ongoing 
economic value chain that is refreshed by its 
constant interface with public taste. 

  

 Craft and design made to order. 

 

 Craft Victoria offers a successful commissioning 
service. Clients include National Gallery of 
Victoria, Cumulous Inc and Lyceum Club  

 Business to business arrangements are part of 
Craft Victoria’s competitive edge. This is a 
growth area that may see future connections 
with the manufacturing sector.  

 

 Online craft, including content and images  
collated from a wide range of sources 
distributed in near real time. 

 

 The online experience offered by Craft Victoria 
surpasses major institutions such as the 
National Gallery of Victoria, Abbottsford 
Convent, Australian Tapestry Workshop, and 
various retailers, notably e.g.etal and Kirra 
Galleries. 

 Craft Victoria’s media profile (both virtual and 
actual) is the national leader in the craft and 
design sector.  

 Our information streams include the main 
website, Carft Almanac e-newsletter, and social 
media generating over 200,000 hits per year.  

 Importantly Craft Victoria acts as a funnel for a 
wide catchment of craft and design information. 

 

 Networking and professional development for 
makers. 

  

 Craft Victoria has a membership base of over 
600 people, the majority of which are makers, 
thus offering excellent opportunities for two-way 
access between makers and the public, leading 
to many development opportunities. 

 Access to makers through openings, public 
programs, festivals and sponsored events is 
open to anyone. 

 

 Support for emerging craft makers.  For makers, both emerging and established, 
Craft Victoria is uniquely well positioned to 
support their needs to network and experience 
professional development.  

 Through its support of new work, Craft Victoria 
acts as a portal for future trends. 

 Likewise Craft Victoria’s ability to facilitate 
contact between the public and the craft sector,  
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creats a supportive framework that particular 
benefits emerging craft makers.  
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Goals and KPI’s 

Goal 1: Leading craft  
 
From 2014 Craft Victoria will be nationally and internationally recognised as a leading contemporary craft 
centre, supporting excellence, diversity and innovation in artform and cultural practice, through:  

 quality of thinking and execution of its program of leading edge craft 

 innovation in terms of cultivating new ideas and ways of making 

 richness as seen through diversity of practise, and, 

 an organisation that has an ideas culture at its core.  
 
 

KPI Now 2014  2015 2016 

Present ongoing exhibition 
program dedicated to curatorial 
excellence, based on 8 suites of 
exhibitions per year at 31 Flinders 
Lane presented in 6 week cycles 
(each suite of exhibitions may 
comprise various arrangements)  

 

 

 

8 suites of 
exhibitions 
appealing to 
varying 
audiences as 
identified via 
Artistic 
Vibrancy tests, 
aimed at 
gradually 
expanding the 
range of 
attendees via 
diverse 
presentations.  

8 suites of 
exhibitions 

  

8 suites of 
exhibitions 

 

8 suites of 
exhibitions 

 

Present Craft TV via website; 
craft.org.au 

Craft TV 
prototype on 
website 

Document 
selected 
exhibitions with 
video and present 
on Craft TV 

Expand Craft 
TV to include 
extra 
material 

Form a 
nationally 
recognised 
visual 
resource for 
craft 

Present Craft Cubed festival so 
as to support diversity of practice 
in an open way to a broad public 

30 CV Craft 
Cubed 
projects and 
70 satellite 
events, with 
engagement 
across 
Melbourne and 
parts of 
regional 
Victoria 
(attendance 
100,000) 

30 CV Craft 
Cubed projects 
and 75 satellite 
events, with 
engagement 
across 
Melbourne, parts 
of regional 
Victoria and  
online 
international 
engagement 
(attendance 
105,000)  

30 CV Craft 
Cubed 
projects and 
80 satellite 
events, as 
previously, 
with further 
online 
projects 
(attendance 
110,000 plus 
online of 
20,000) 

Review of 
Craft Cubed 
model 
following 
what would 
will been 6 
iterations of 
the Craft 
Cubed 
festival 

Regularly conduct research that 
investigates craft related issues 
(e.g. makers career paths, 
changes in craft economy, 
critiques, essays, etc): 

Craft Culture; 
2 major 
research 
papers per 
year and 10-
15  articles 

Craft Culture; 2 
major research 
papers per year 
and 15 articles 
published, 
ensuring diversity 

Craft Culture; 
2 major 
research 
papers per 
year and 15-
20  articles 

Craft Culture; 
2 major 
research 
papers per 
year and 15-
20  articles 
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 Commission research papers 

 Electronically publish essays 
in Craft Culture on-line  
research hub 

 

published, that 
support critical 
writing in 
Australia from 
both emerging 
and 
established 
writers 

of authors published, 
ensuring 
diversity of 
authors 

published, 
ensuring 
diversity of 
authors 

Expose arts and non-arts 
audiences to contemporary craft 
and design, particularly through 
the window exhibition space at 31 
Flinders Lane, Melbourne. The 
Craft Victoria window space aims 
to be the best creative window 
display in Melbourne. 

12 street level 
window 
exhibitions per 
year, curated 
as a project 
space, 
designed to 
showcase 
diversity 

12 street level 
window 
exhibitions per 
year.  

12 street 
level window 
exhibitions 
per year 

12 street 
level window 
exhibitions 
per year 

Mainstream international 
curatorial projects as part of the 
annual program.  

Craft Cubed 
festival (eg 
2012; The 
Melbourne 
Tapa and 
Tatau projects) 

 

Research and 
international 
jewellery project  
from UK. 

Research 
and deliver 
major project 
(tbc -  as CV 
‘s reputations 
grows it is 
being offered 
significant 
projects). 

Research 
and deliver 
major project 
(tbc). 

Supporting new talent, 
particularly through the Fresh! 
graduate exhibition 

Annual end of 
year exhibition 

 

Reformat and 
present in March 
for higher 
exposure.  

Extend 
sponsorships with 
continued 
emphasis on 
professional 
development 
outcomes 

Evaluate new 
format and 
continue to 
present 
Fresh! during 
March/April if 
successful 

 

Continue to 
present 
Fresh!  
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Goal 2: Thrive rather than survive 
 
Craft Victoria aims to increase the contribution that the arts and cultural sector makes to Victoria’s 
economy by developing a deep commercial profile that has the capacity to benefit makers throughout their 
careers. From 2014 Craft Victoria will attain a high degree of financial sustainability through the efficient 
delivery of a comprehensive range of services, so as to ‘Thrive rather than survive’. 
 
We estimate that there are over 3,000 active craftspeople in Victoria and that the craft economy, as it 
applies to contemporary makers focussed on handmade objects is worth (conservatively) $15,000,000 per 
annum to the Victoria economy. Craft Victoria plays a special role in stimulating this sector and by 
providing a benchmark of commercial practice. Craft Victoria also acts as an information portal for the craft 
and design sector and encourages its members to up-skill and diversify their practice, thereby contributing 
further to the economy. 
 
 

 

KPI 
Now 2014  2015 

2016 

 

Deliver a clear brand structure 
that works in both the actual and 
online environments 

 

 

Extensive website activity 
including visits, page views, time 
spent and loyalty 

Main brand; 
Craft Victoria / 
Craft as 
interchangeabl
e terms 
 
 

Website visits 
200,000 per 
year 

 
 

‘Craft’ brand 
perceived as 
iconic national 
brand with 
international 
reach 

Brand values fully 
developed as 
positioning 
Australian craft as 
‘world standard’ 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

Delivering an outstanding retail 
experience in both actual and 
online environments, as 
evidenced by sales and craft 
suppliers’ satisfaction. Shop 
activities to include direct sales, 
online sales and commissions 

 

Sales total 
$415,000 

 

90% of 200 
suppliers 
expressing 
high 
satisfaction 

Sales total 
$425,000 

 

90% of 200 
suppliers 
expressing high 
satisfaction 

Sales total 
$455,000 

 

90% of 200 
suppliers 
expressing 
high 
satisfaction 

 

Develop the online Craft business 
portal providing special content 
and services to members and the 
wider craft sector 

Measured through memberships 
(including loyalty and 
engagement as per Artistic 
Vibrancy tests) 

700 members 750 members 800 
members 
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Size and spread of membership 
base 

 

 

 

 

 

Present professional 
development opportunities 
targeted to practitioners across all 
phases of their career via regular 
public programs and events 

700 members 
spread as 
follows 

 75% Vic 

 75% 
makers 

 

 

10 seminars 
per year on a 
range of topics 

750 members 
spread as follows 

 75% Vic 

 75% makers 

 

10 seminars per 
year on a range of 
topics; content 
integrated into 
Craft Work 

800 
members 
spread as 
follows 

 75% Vic 

 75% 
makers 

 

10 seminars 
per year on a 
range of 
topics; 
content 
integrated 
into Craft 
Work 

 

Seek sponsorship and 
philanthropic support through 
contra and cash based 
opportunities   

8 contra-based 
sponsorships 

Cash raised 
$7,500 

Continue to 
develop contra-
based 
sponsorships 

Cash aim $10,000 

10 contra-
based 
sponsorships 

Cash aim 
$15,000 

 

Investigate scenarios for 
expansion and or additional 
premises 

Craft Victoria 
relocation 
strategy 
developed and 
discussed with 
Arts Victoria 

Relocation 
strategy actioned 
if required; lease 
on 31 Flinders 
Lane due to 
expire early 2013 

Commission 
and promote 
new location 
if required 

 

Develop and progressively deliver 
a Disability Access Plan as an 
integral part of the organisation 

DAP initially 
developed 
during 2010, 
consisting of 
identifying 
accessible 
events and 
increasing 
online services 

DAP defined as a 
major aspect of 
Craft Victoria 
relocation plan 

Upgraded 
DAP plan 
implemented 
(if Craft 
Victoria 
relocates) 
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Goal 3: Craft sustainability 

Throughout the period 2014-2016, and beyond, Craft Victoria will aim to support the sustainability of the 
whole craft sector by positioning itself as an organisation that works to promote the social benefits of the 
crafts, by always seeking to grow and diversify its audiences, thereby extending the opportunity of makers 
and public alike to celebrate Australian craft. 

 

KPI Now 2014  2015 2016 

Ongoing development of a highly 
attractive and well used website 
that stays concurrent with digital 
media developments, with main 
measurement web hits (including 
visits, bookings and sales). 
Content to be sourced from 
across the craft and design sector 
and distributed on a near real-
time basis 

 

200,000 visits 

 

Social media 
interface 
implemented 

 

E-commerce 
fully 
functioning 

250,000 visits 

 

Continued 
development tbc 
depending on 
feedback from 
members and 
other 
stakeholders 

300,000 visits 

 

 

350,000 
visits 

Continued presentation of Craft 
Almanac e-newsletter on a 
monthly base 

Measured mainly by 
subscriptions 

9,500 
subscribers 

10,000 
subscribers 

11,000 
subscribers 

12,000 
subscribers 

Deliver a structured series of 
Public Programs that extends 
over the year, based  on regular 
events including: 

 professional development 
seminars for members 

 artist talks for the public 

 other social networking 
opportunities 

 annual Craft and Design 
as a Career all day 
conference 

10 seminars 

 

8 sets of 
artists talks 

 

Various social 
activities (i.e. 4 
pa) 

 
1 conference 

10 seminars 

 

8 sets of artists 
talks 

 

Social activities 
(e.g. 4 pa) 

 

 
1 conference 

10 seminars 

 

8 sets of 
artists talks 

 

Social 
activities (e.g. 
4 pa) 

 

 
1 conference 

10 seminars 

 

8 sets of 
artists talks 

 

Social 
activities 
(e.g. 4 pa) 

 

 
1 conference 

Craft Hatch incubator  4  per year, 
with varying 
themes 

4 per year, with 
varying themes 

4 per year, 
with varying 
themes 

4 per year, 
with varying 
themes 
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Aim to have a stable and 
productive staff team that 
connects well with the craft and 
design sector 

 

Main measurements: 

 Retention 

 Wages 

 Training 

 New ideas created and 
used by staff 

Staff team 
stable and 
productive 

Wages 
increased by 
2% 

Staff team 
stable and 
productive 

Wages 
increased (tbc) 

Staff team 
stable and 
productive 

Wages 
increased (tbc) 

Staff team 
stable and 
productive 

Wages 
increased 
(tbc) 
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Strategies 

Strategy Key Activities Priority Responsibility 

Present 8 sets of contemporary craft 
and design exhibitions per year. Each 
set to be approximately 6 weeks and 
may have 1, 2 or 3 exhibitions. Each set 
to be highly distinctive, with various 
ideas linking together to form larger 
themes that critique craft 

See Artistic Plan 1 Artistic Director and 
Gallery Curator with 
support from Exhibition 
Designer 

Industry Advisory 
Panel convened twice 
yearly to advise on 
exhibition proposals 

Retail a broad range of original craft and 
design through an approach that 
supports makers at different stages of 
their careers. Products are promoted 
and sold through Shop and online. 

 Shop 

 Online shop 

 Commissions 

 Front Window (Flinders 
Lane) 

 Exhibition sales 

 Craft Hatch emerging 
makers market 

1 Business Development 
Manager and Retail 
Managers with support 
from CEO, Finance 
Officer and retail team 

Provide business resources and 
professional development activities for 
makers via public programs/events and 
online content. 

 Craft website business 
portal  

 Public Programs/events 

1 Business Development 
Manager and Events 
Coordinator 

Continue to develop a flexible digital 
platform that offers a diverse and 
creative interface, in line with the Craft 
Victoria brand 

 Focus on ‘Craft’ word-logo 
as a national iconic brand 

 Craft Victoria website as a 
whole-of-craft  

 

2 Communications and 
Market Development 
Manager and CEO 

Celebrate and consolidate craft 
knowledge through publications whilst 
facilitating research pathways 

 Document exhibitions 

 Act as a repository of 
information on craft via 
Craft Culture and online 
archiving of past 
exhibitions 

  research queries 
answered 

 Maintain widespread 
industry connections 

3 Gallery Curator and 
CEO 

Maintain a positive internal culture of 
Craft Victoria by aligning the Board, 
CEO and staff into a dynamic group that 
is able to develop and deliver projects 
ranging in scale from intimate 
experiences through to large scale 
popular events 

 Annual Board planning day 

 Performance management 
system with regularly 
updated position profiles 

 Participatory staff 
meetings 

 Staff training opportunities 
 

2 Chair and CEO 

Develop long range strategies that align 
the mission with the vision, taking into 
account the brand, location and new 
markets 

 Regular business planning 

 Defined business systems 

 Feedback surveys 

 International 
benchmarking 

2 CEO with support from 
Board 
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Artistic Plan 

Rationale 
Craft Victoria believes that supporting craft is important to the community’s social and economic well 
being. We see craft as an artform that reaches beyond art-world boundaries yet is a key site for new 
practice. The ultimate aim of our artistic program is to celebrate contemporary craft bring it to a wide range 
of audiences.  
 
We see Craft Victoria functioning as a porous incubator, with ideas and projects constantly flowing through 
the organisation, thus stimulating the development of contemporary craft as an agent of material, social 
and intellectual development. For us it is essential to use technology to present new craft on screen to 
facilitate engagement. The resurgence of craft bears witness to people’s need to complement the rise of 
the digital era through haptic experiences that confirm (and question) individual values.  
 
The craft sector is one of the few main artform areas where both the creator of the object and the 
audience willingly share in the creative experience. Craft Victoria’s artistic program is based on this 
observation, and thus has a special liveliness.  
 
Delivery 
Craft Victoria’s main methods of delivering its artistic program are: 

 
1. Exhibitions; much of the exhibition content is sourced through a national twice yearly call for 

proposals, which are then discussed by short-term industry panels lead by the Gallery Curator, 
with sign off by the Artistic Director.  The exhibitions as displays are all designed to reveal the 
artist’s intent in a way that is in itself inviting and creative. Craft Victoria deliberately uses a short-
term planning cycle for much of its program to ensure currency of content. The organisation’s 
reputation is such that we regularly receive over 150 proposals per year for consideration. 

 
2. Front Window; changing display of craft facing Flinders Lane, Melbourne. 

 
3. Craft Hatch market; quarterly incubator market that is curated to showcase new talent and up-

skill emerging makers in retail. This process further fertilises the studio scene in Melbourne and 
wider Victoria (and elsewhere) and helps ensure the sustainability of a dynamic arts environment 
as many of the Craft Hatch store holders become successful micro businesses. 

 
4. Craft Cubed festival; state-wide craft festival which has a core curated program directly aligned 

to Craft Victoria and numerous satellite events, for which Craft Victoria acts as a promotions 
vehicle. 

 
5. Public programs and Events; regularly program of monthly events and an annual conference 

‘Craft & Design as a Career’, all designed to appeal to makers at different stages of their career. In 
addition, Craft forms partnerships with the tertiary education sector to deliver content. 

 
6. Website; presentation of news, content and research including business development information 

and ‘Craft TV’. 
 

 
Artistic vibrancy evaluation 
Craft Victoria will measure its artistic vibrancy through the following means, gaining feedback from the 
following stakeholders: 
 

 Artists - Membership surveys; with 700 members Craft Victoria seeks to develop and 
maintain a special relationship with its membership base. We test on an annual basis the 
impact of membership services through a survey held in the third quarter of the year. 
Members are and will continue to be asked to rank our services and to provide feedback on 
quality and relevance. 

 

 Community - Craft Almanac survey; Craft Victoria’s Craft Almanac reaches over 9,500 
recipients and we annually conduct an omnibus survey to source demographic information on 
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our audiences, whilst gaining feedback on our programs. The survey results inform our 
communication strategies and the impact of the artistic program. 

 

 Sponsors and partners - Special event surveys; the primary event that is specifically 
surveyed is the Craft Cubed festival, with feedback sought from sponsors and satellite event 
partners (and also the wider public via the Craft Almanac omnibus survey). This evaluation is 
used to enlarge the reach of the festival and to assist in its delivery and direction as a cultural 
event. Feedback forms will continue to be used for the Craft and Design as a Career 
conference co-hosted with Melbourne Museum. 

 

 Audience (virtual) - Website performance; the website is tracked on a monthly basis for 
usage and modifications to communications and web layout may be made in response to the 
results. We intend that our web brand is perceived as dynamic and relevant, so that people 
will visit the site on regular basis to get their craft news.  

 

 Audience (actual) - Visitor attendance and retail sales; our visitors are active rather than 
passive. They are given the opportunity to purchase craft, and thus vote with their wallets 
whilst passing opinions of exhibitions. As an important retailer of contemporary craft, Craft 
Victoria’s customised business software enables immediate access to financial information 
which is fed strategically back into short term and long term trend evaluation, and assists in 
the sustainability of the sector. 

 
Craft Victoria will use the above tools to reflect on the following elements of artistic vibrancy: 
 

Elements of artistic 
vibrancy 
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Membership surveys 
 

   
 

Craft Almanac surveys 
 

   
 

Special event surveys   
  

 

Website performance  
 

   

Visitor attendance and 
retail sales 
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Marketing Plan 

The Craft brand  
Craft Victoria’s brand was re-developed in late 2012 by R-Co (Melbourne) with funding support from the 
Australia Council. Craft Victoria and R-Co worked together to develop a brand marks, design lock-ups and 
freeform patterns, for use by Craft Victoria in its range of curatorial and commercial activities. 
 
The brand story of the following mark is based on the notion of craft being an irregular 3-D object that 
excites people, and that people like to celebrate their engagement with craft through ownership and or 
participation in a range of craft experiences. 
 
Pivotal to Craft Victoria’s marketing is its two-way relationship with its maker members which allows it to 
stand behind the word craft. 

 

 

 

 

 
How we market our message 
Market research, varied communication channels and well positioned digital content form the basis for 
Craft Victoria’s approach to marketing: 

 Craft Victoria regularly conducts (online and actual) surveys of members, Craft Almanac 
recipients, special events, sponsorship, website performance, visitor attendance and retail sales – 
our survey data is focused on identifying who our various types of customers are and what they 
like and use most.  

 The frequency and reach of the various streams is varied depending on strategies customised for 
the needs of particular events. High quality imagery, price tiering and ‘scarcity’ are used to 
promote membership take-up, and to create the ‘cool factor’ around events. 

 
Information cycles 
Craft Victoria currently uses a range of information systems and cycles to deliver its marketing content: 

 Media Releases (various formats) 

 Craft Almanac (e-news) 

 Shoppers News (e-news) 

 E-invitations (one week before event)  

 Facebook 

 Twitter 

 Website ‘News’ (daily content) 
 
Balancing curatorial and commercial marketing requirements 
Craft Victoria balances the different marketing needs of its commercial and curatorial streams by adhering 
to a code of best practice for each; 

 expert customer relations 

 updating business software 

 online campaigns 
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 short and long terms marketing 

 ‘original craft only’ policy 

 easy exhibition sales where appropriate 

 commissions  

 convenient online bookings for events 
 

Marketing overview 
Two main marketing goals support the delivery of the three main business goals of Craft Victoria 
(leading craft, thrive rather than survive, and craft sustainability): 
 

 Marketing goals 2012 (now) 2014 2015/2016 Comment 

1 
To increase awareness of Craft 
Victoria and understanding of 
who we are 

 
 
Strategies 

 Develop more powerful brand 
identity 

 Ensure content seems highly 
relevant 

 
 

KPIs 

 Craft Almanac subscriptions 

 Engagement of audiences 
with each project  

 CV Board feedback 

 

 
Brand to 
continue to have 
a double 
personality; Craft 
and Craft Victoria 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Brand identity to 
become more 
national through 
growing 
emphasis on the 
term Craft 
 
 
 

 
Brand to acquire 
increasing 
international 
recognition 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The general direction with 
the brand identity is to 
expand and strengthen the 
term Craft, whilst 
encouraging Victorians to 
view Craft Victoria as an 
iconic brand 

2 
 
To deepen our relationships 
with our stakeholders 
 
Strategies 

 Ensure information cycles are 
relevant   

 

 Conduct regular market 
research 

 

 Strategic partnerships with 
cultural institutions, festivals 
and organisations to expand 
audience reach and foster 
sponsorships 

 
KPIs 

 Web stats 

 Attendances 

 Sales satisfaction of 
members 

 New markets identified 
and reached 

 
Current 
information 
cycles continued 
 
 
 
See Artistic 
Vibrancy section 
re surveys 
 
New online 
strategies 
regularly 
identified 
 
Engagement with 
major and minor 
cultural festivals 

 
Information 
cycles reviewed 
 
 
 
 
See Artistic 
Vibrancy section, 
re surveys  
 
New online 
strategies 
regularly 
identified 
 
Engagement with 
major and minor 
cultural festivals 

 
New information 
cycles developed 
 
 
 
 
See Artistic 
Vibrancy section, 
re surveys  
 
New online 
strategies 
regularly 
identified 
 
Engagement with 
major and minor 
cultural festivals 

 
As Craft Victoria grows it 
is expected that the 
information cycles will 
develop significantly, 
depending on available 
technology and the 
development of new 
markets 
 
Membership satisfaction 
will continue to be tracked 
as an indicator of creating 
new audiences (esp 
online) 
 
Strategic partnerships 
developed with an eye to 
emphasizing the reach of 
the Craft Victoria brand 
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Financial Plan 

Fundamentals 
In 2012 Craft Victoria generated a modest surplus of $*** following expenditure of $*** and income of $***. 
However, as we apply for our forthcoming funding we have been advised that our rent at 31 Flinders Lane, 
Melbourne, has risen $*** 
 
In a competitive philanthropy market we have tended to focus on sponsorships that support professional 
development of craftspeople, and to thus grow our membership basis as an income stream, which has 
aligned well to our role as a peak body. 60% of Craft Victoria’s income comes from the Australia Council 
and Arts Victoria, and from 2012, City of Melbourne. 2012 has been a challenging environment for Craft 
Victoria to operate in due to the continuing repercussions of the Global Financial Crisis, particularly its 
lingering effect on the retail sector. 
 
Our major expense lines relate to staffing and property (rent). These are vital in supporting our exhibition 
program and retail offering. We structure our budget to align staff with operational areas and operation 
areas, so that outputs can be clearly measured. 
 
In summary, we are operating in a time of rising costs, of which some are very significant such as rent, 
whilst making the best of a lacklustre external retail environment, to deliver an outstanding artistic program  
 
 
Future financial direction 
In late 2012 we started to roll-out a new brand structure (and associated website) so as to more closely 
position ourselves with ‘mainstream Australia’ to help sustain the viability of what we do through the 
potential to enlarge our audience. This approach is designed to flatten out the peaks and troughs of our 
year in terms of both audience and retail activities, and to lift us to a new benchmark of promotional 
effectiveness and financial sustainability. We are aiming to take our values to more people without losing 
the integrity of what we do, so as to leverage off the general popularity of the crafts and thus make Craft 
Victoria more sustainable.  
 
Central to this strategy is ensuring we take risks with our artistic program and be seen as a market leader 
and implement an approach to philanthropy that fits well with contemporary craft. The first step will be to 
articulate why supports for the crafts is helping to foster the long terms viability of this unique artform. 
 
In addition, we will continuing to get to know our customers in greater depth as further monetise our 
content via high-value professional development workshops. We have upgraded our online shop and will 
extend this opportunity. 
 
At Craft Victoria, we control our expenditure through well defined and transparent management systems, 
using financial systems that give real-time data. We have a track record of several years of good budget 
performance and intend to increase our reserve funds through achieving surpluses, so as to model best 
practice arts management.  
  
It is intended that Craft Victoria’s business managements systems (e.g. website, MYOB, design programs 
etc) will continue to be upgraded to ensure increasing program delivery efficiency and improved 
marketing, as well as increasing the capacity to deliver a wide range of curatorial projects. Many of the 
relevant creative IT skills are in-house which fosters job satisfaction and controls costs.  
 
Relocation issue 
The lease on 31 Flinders Lane, Melbourne was renegotiated as of February 2013 for a further three years. 
Considerable planning has gone into the possibilities that the future might hold for Craft Victoria. These 
have been detailed in the Craft Victoria Relocation Project plan (2012). It examines the possibility of a 
significant rent increase and the challenges associated with relocating.  
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Three year projection 

    

 

 
Budget Area 2014 2015 2016 

   

  
$ $ $ 

 
  

Income          

·     Australia Council 192,000  193,000 194,000    

·     Arts Victoria 275,000 275,000 275,000    

·     Other 25,000 25,000 25,000    

·     Earned income 41,000 42,000 43,000    

·     Exhibition income 8,000 9,000 10,000    

·     Membership 48,000 59,000 50,000    

·     Sponsorship 10,000 12,000 14,000    

·     Retail gross profit 195,000 203,000 226,000    

Total 
794,000 818,000 837,000 

   

        

Expenditure       

·     Fin & legal 33,000 34,500 36,000    

·     Property manage 156,000 160,000 165,000    

·     Admin & projects 17,000 18,000 19,000    

·     Personnel 480,000 485,000 490,000    

·     Equip & insur 37,000 38,000 39,000    

·     Advert & prom 7,000 8,000 9,000    

·     Publications 18,000 19,000 20,000    

·     Exhibitions 30,000 31,000 32,000    

·     Retail opp 16,000 16,500 17,000    

Totals 
794,000 810,000 827,000 

   

  

   

   

Surplus/deficit 0 8,000 10,000    

        

Reserves 100,000 108,000 118,000    
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Management 

Organisational structure 
Craft Victoria staff structure is organised into three main sections, which reflect our three-way focus on 
community, commerce and curatorial: 
 

 Craft Victoria Board  

 -  

 CEO & Artistic Director - Finance Officer (p/t) 

 -  

Manager Marketing & 
Communications (p/t) 

Business Development 
Manager (p/t) 

Gallery Curator 

Events Coordinator (p/t) 

Web & IT Officer (p/t) 

 

 

Retail Manager – Shop (p/t) 
Retail Manager – Projects (p/t) 
Retail Coordinator (p/t) 
Customer Service Officers (p/t) 
Administration Officer 

Exhibition Designer (p/t) 

 
 

Governance 

The Crafts Council of Victoria (ACN 005 725 940) is a company with 9 directors, of which 2 must be craft 
industry professionals:  

 Board members are selected to fulfil a skills matrix (e.g. legal, finance, marketing etc) 

 The Board’s primary goal is to set the vision and direction of the organisation and; 
o to govern from a position of strategic overview,  
o to monitor the performance of the organisation against the agreed mission and goals 
o to use its collective knowledge and expertise to assist the organisation and  
o to monitor and evaluate the performance of the CEO & Artistic Director. 

 The Board conducts a facilitated annual planning day, which includes a self assessment session. 

 Craft Victoria’s members are not formally part of the governance structure. 

 The Board of Craft Victoria generally meets every 6 weeks and receives written and verbal reports 
from the CEO & Artistic Director including financial statements. For constitution see 
http://craftvic.org.au/about-us 

 
 

Directors Qualifications and Experience 
Years on 
Board 

Term Expires 
(assuming 2 
terms of 3 
years) 

James Samargis Chairperson, Lawyer 5 2014 

Rob Camm Company Secretary, Accountant 1 2018 

Kris Coad Craftsperson 5 2014 

Penelope Durston Craftsperson 4 2014 

Megan Herring Gallerist 1 2018 

Angela King Lawyer 1 2018 

Genevieve Reid Marketing 2 2016 

Laura Venus HR 4 2014 

Malte Wagenfeld Design 5 2014 

 

http://craftvic.org.au/about-us
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Succession planning 

 Board members generally serve 3 year terms (maximum two consecutive 3 year terms). 

 Board appointments are made on the basis of considering the resumes, reputation and an estimate of the 
expected professional contribution. 

 Board meets in-camera to consider performance issues as required. 

 CEO & Artistic Director on 5 year contract (2008-2013). 

 CEO & Artistic Director is reviewed each year on the anniversary of his appointment. 

 CEO & Artistic Director is responsible for the delivery of a Performance Management system for all staff.  

 All senior staff meets as an executive team on a monthly basis, providing significant opportunity for internal 
mentoring and leadership development. 

 All senior staff have a delegated responsibility for budget for their respective areas. 

 All senior staff give presentations to the Board on a rotational basis. 

 
Accommodation 

 Craft Victoria leases Level 2, 31 Flinders Lane, Melbourne, 3000 from Hendel Holdings P/L ACN 
004 397 717 and Matuku P/L ACN 004 368 094. 

 The property is managed by Kliger Wood, Level 3, 250 Queen Street, Melbourne, 3000. 

 The lease expires ***, with an option to renew for 3 years pending a market review and is subject 
to a demolition clause (giving 6 months notice). 

 
Ancillary plans and policies 

 Craft Victoria Relocation plan (available on request) 

 Disability Access http://craftvic.org.au/about-us  

 Green Policy http://craftvic.org.au/about-us  

 Indigenous Code of Practice accreditation by City of Melbourne http://craftvic.org.au/shop  

http://craftvic.org.au/about-us
http://craftvic.org.au/about-us
http://craftvic.org.au/shop
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Risk management matrix 

 Goal Primary Risks Impact Likelihood Response 

G
o

a
l 

1
 

Leading craft  

Craft Victoria will be 
nationally and 
internationally 
recognised as a leading 
craft centre, with its 
focus on the leading 
edge of craft based on 
the following values:  

 quality of thinking 
and execution 

 innovation in terms 
of cultivating new 
ideas and ways of 
making 

 richness as seen 
through diversity of 
practise 

Artistic vision not 
opens to new 
ideas regarding 
craft practice 

Program not 
adequately 
promoted 

Excessive ‘in-
house style’ 
developed 

Perception 
amongst 
stakeholders that 
CV is not 
exploring new 
ideas, or is 
favouring certain 
types of practice 

Audiences 
decline 

Credibility 
declines 

Medium trending 
to low, due to 
supply of 
exhibitions 
significantly 
outweighing 
demand 

Rigorous 
selection 
process for 
content, backed 
by highly 
informed 
curatorial staff 

Curatorial 
program 
supported by 
online research 
information, 
education serves 
and special 
publications 

Diversity of 
views 
consciously 
aired through CV 
at senior level 

G
o

a
l 

2
 

Thrive rather than 
survive 

Craft Victoria will have 
achieved a high degree 
of financial sustainability 
through the efficient 
delivery of a 
comprehensive range of 
services, so as to 
‘Thrive rather than 
survive’ 

 

 

 

Decline in 
government core 
grants 

Decline in retail 
below breakeven 
threshold 

Shop lowers its 
standards 

Sector 
development not 
effectively 
pursued 

Failure to find 
new markets 

 

Major impact on 
staffing and 
programs 

Loss of actual 
profits 

Decrease in 
value of CV 
brand 

New 
opportunities not 
identified and 
successfully 
sought 

Medium to low Development of 
this and future 
business plans 
to ensure major 
grant 
applications are 
well positioned 

Development 
and use of new 
commercial data 
by shop to better 
understand 
customers 

Development of 
successful 
business unit 
that operates 
using clear data 
and strategies 

Budget structure 
understood by 
all key staff, and 
effectively driven 
by CEO 

External 
commercial 
advice sought on 
regular basis by 
CEO 
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G
o

a
l 

3
 

Craft sustainability 

Craft Victoria will aim to 
support the 
sustainability of the 
whole craft sector by 
positioning itself as a 
craft portal that provides 
access to researchers, 
buyers/collectors and 
visibility of members 
crafts, and networking 
opportunities and 
specific benefits for 
members and makers 

Physical limits of 
CV location 
allowed to 
dominate 
planning 

Competition 
from other 
artform areas, 
plus enclaving of 
craft via narrow 
public relations 

Stagnant 
membership 
numbers and 
plateaued public 
attendance 
figures 

A growing 
perception of a 
lack of 
demonstrating 
the cultural 
relevance of 
craft, by CV, 
would negatively 
affect the wider 
craft sector 

Comprehensive 
impact, 
especially over 
time, on a wide 
arrange of 
programs 

Low to medium, 
assuming CV 
acts as a market 
leader 

Conscious use of 
‘actual, virtual 
and elsewhere’ 
strategies aimed 
at increasing 
audiences (e.g. 
Craft Cubed) 

Active recruiting 
strategies based 
on analysis of 
membership 
needs 

 Relocation issue Higher rent or 
required to 
relocate 

Increased rent or 
disruption of 
operation 

High Increase 
profitability of CV 
and or implement 
CV Relocation 
Plan 
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Document Version Control 

Version Date Author Comments 

v0.1 1/2/2013 CEO First draft 

v0.2  Board Input & feedback 

v0.3  Staff Input & feedback 

v0.4  (external reader – Deborah Pollett?) Edit and proofread 

v0.5   Review 

v0.6 1/4/2013 Board Endorsed plan 

 

 

 

 


